While people often think they veridically perceive much of the visual surround, recent 15 findings indicate that when asked to detect targets such as gratings embedded in visual 16 noise, observers make more false alarms in the unattended periphery. Do these results 17 from psychophysics studies generalize to naturalistic settings? We used a modern game 18 engine to create a simulated driving environment where participants (as drivers) had to 19 make judgments about the colors of pedestrians' clothing in the periphery. Confirming 20 our hypothesis based on previous psychophysics studies, we found that subjects showed 21 liberal biases for unattended locations when detecting specific colors of pedestrians' 22 clothing. A second experiment showed that this finding was not simply due to a 23 confirmation bias in decision-making when subjects were uncertain. Together, these 24
Similar to the effect of attention on the percentage correct, the average d a was 168 quite consistent across attention conditions ( Fig. 3B) and d a did not significantly differ 169 across attention levels, F (2, 50) = 0.43, p = .65. However, when we compared c a across 170 attention conditions, c a values were significantly different across attention levels, 171 F (2, 50) = 7.16, p = .002. Post-hoc paired t-tests indicated that the difference of c a 172 between the valid condition and invalid condition was significant, t(25) = 3.20, p = .004; 173 the difference of c a between baseline condition and invalid condition was also significant, 174 t(25) = 2.70, p = .012; however, the difference of c a between valid condition and 175 baseline condition was not significant, t(25) = 0.91, p = .371. This provided evidence 176 that participants adopted more liberal criteria for making detection judgments when 
